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OPEN VACANCIES

Process Engineer

Provide better tool design for manufacturing and
improve productivity and work methods to have
better product quality and more efficient operation.

Requirements:
Proficient in Solid Works, Pro E, and other design drawing is a
plus
Relevant exposure to primary manufacturing
such as Injection
Molding, painting line and
assembly

Industrial Engineer

Develop New Product design and provide
manufacturable assembly process, develop
methods, hours, pgs and equipment, verify process
from line tooling to line balancing and continuous
improvements in production area

Requirements:
Familiar with ergonomics, line layout and work measurement study
Basic in mechanical machine design
AutoCAD and technical drawing skill
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Tooling Engineer

Design, develop and evaluate injection molding
die cast tools, review transferred tools to
ensure they are available, functioning and
running as quoted in the tool plan

Requirements:
Have good knowledge of Tool making, Tool Design software e g SolidWorks,
Auto Cad, Power shape and Pro-E

Planner

Receive new projects that comes from project
toam abroad and becomes the key
person to communicate with them and coordinate
with related internal and external parties to
establish the aggressive yet doable schedule that
meets the marketing requirement.

Requirements:
Minimum 2 years working experience in management
High of accuracy, discipline, and integnty

Cost Engineer

Analyze and generate product cost, compile and control
standard cost setting and variances

Requirements:

Fresh graduated or 1- 2 years working experience in
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large scale Manufacturing
High degree of accuracy, discipline, and integrity.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS :

1. Education background : Diploma or
Bachelor degree in
Engineering
(Industrial/Mechanical/Electrical/
Mechatronics) & Business
Management (for Planner
Position)
2. Proactive, open minded, problem
solver, and team
player.
3. Excellent interpersonal and
communication skill both
verbal and written English
Complete information click here

<strong>Send a detailed resume with
recent photograph to:</strong>
PTMIRECR@Mattel.com
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